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'stinates of the i-zgnitude of wind-caused particle en nment to

the armosphere from natural surfaces are needed, for ecale, as iruts
to irrroact assessments for environmental and human health hazards zsscci-

ated with normal and accidental operations of the nuclear industry. An

eoeriment usina a super7nicron inert tracer' and a ocrtable wind stress
generator was designed to measure two ar'neters of interest: the resus-

pension rate and the weathering rate. The method used was to deosi;

a known surface concentration and sample air mass loadings for a variety

of natural surfaces. Sarroles from each surface were matched for similar

characreristics of wind stress, surface moisture, vime since deosition
of the tracer, and degree of weathering.

The results show average resuspension rates, A, to he 1.3 x

2.3 x 1O, and 5.6 1O sec1 for mown grass, silt loarz coil, and

gravel, respectively . Adeendence o" A's on the friction velocity,
of the form A u was suggesred for ;h somole.s with the least

surrace mosure oo'd-.ons; lesser 'oz;er a gnaencies were cc ned cr

higher degrees of surfacs moisture, agreeing with some 'reviously
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published results. A depede2e of on the surface roughness height

parameter, z, was found.of the form A " A was found to decrease

with sampling time for soil and mown grass, suggesting a depletion of

readily available tracer under moist and semi-moist conditions. Gravel's

A's for the moist case increased with increasing time, suggesting an

increased liberation of tracer material from this less moisture-retentive

surface as the exposure time to a drying airstrearn increased.

Surfaces were exposed to two to three precipitation and wind events,

with matched uncovered versus protected samples and the results were

compared qualitatively. With mucz variation, gravel, followed by mown

grass and then SOZi were affected most to least, respectively, by the

prescribed weathering events. In general, A's did not decrease with

increasing time for the 174 days of the stndy; most variations can be

explained by seasonal variations of available surface moisture and

vegetative growth. This would seem to suggest that no time;dependent

weathering occurred in this study.

The data base for resuspension and weathering parameters should

continue to be expanded by employing submicron tracers, better surface

tracer concentration and moisture measurements, larger wind stress

generators to acconodate a larger variety of natural surfaces, and

measures of atmospheric stability's effects coupled with more observa-

tions of the impacts of defined weathering events.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF RESUSPENSION

AND WEATHERING OF DEPOSITED AEROSOL PARTICLES

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, much attention has been given to the reentrainment or

resuspension of hazardous materials from surfaces and the possible sub-

sequent health hazards to life processes. Noxious materials spilled or

deposited on surfaces can be suspended or reentrained back into the

atmosphere by a variety of mechanisms (e.g., the wind, bursting bubbles

at sea, thermal stresses in soils, vehicular traffic, animal movements,

spore release mechanisms in vegetation, etc.). State-of-the-science

knowledge about resuspension mechanisms is especially important, for

example, in the nuclear industry to enable predictions of radiation

doses downwind of postulated or real spills of radioactive materials.

Available parameterizations of the resuspension process (in terms of a

weathering rate and a resuspension factor, rate, or velocity) show

enormous variability. Reported experimental values (e.g., see Slinn,

1978) vary by more than a factor of 1010!

The purpose of this study has been to simulate resuspension by wind

to obtain more values for the resuspension rate parameter. The method

used was to deposit a tracer material on a variety of outdoor surfaces

and then resuspend the tracer material using a new portable wind

generator developed in this study.

During the past 40 years, a substantial amount of research on

resuspension by wind has been undertaken. Aspects of relevant studies
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are reviewed in the next section. Following the review are sections

describing the experimental method of this study, analytical techniques

and accuracy estimates, results with interpretations and comparisons,

discussion, conclusions and recommendations for future study. The

Appendix outlines some micrometeorological considerations of the resus-

pension problem and contains a graphic and pictorial history of this

study.
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II. REVIEW OF PERTINENT LITEPTURE

Though very massive objects are capable of being moved by the wind,

only very small particles are caoable of being suspended in the atmosphere

for any significant period of time. Bagnold (1941) was a pioneer in

the field of particle movements near the earth's surface. He defined

three modes of particle movement in an airstream: "creep", the sliding

movement along a surface of objects too large (l000 1im diameter) to

completely overcome gravity; "saltation", particle motion (50 diameter

1000 1m) in parabolic shaped paths away from a surface but returning

in relatively short distances; and "suspension", the movement of small

particles (diameter 50 m) following the motion of the airstream for

long distances. Bagnold's theoretical developments and experiments

performed in the Sahara Desert provided a relationship between wind speed

and total horizontal flux (FH) of particles. Bagnold found FH u,

where u is the friction velocity (see Appendix A.2).

Bagnold also developed the concept of a threshold friction velocity,

u*T. which is the friction velocity at which particle motion just begins

for a bed of particles. An experimentally determined relation between

particle size and U*T was developed. This relation showed decreasing

u*T with decreasing size down to about a 10 'him radius particle. For

smaller particles, U*T increases. The apparent increase of U*T for

particles smaller than about 10 im radius is somewhat inconsequential

for a natural surface in which particles of many sizes exist since in

reality larger particles can begin to move at the smaller u,. values and

these particles can subsequently collide with smaller particles. The
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resulting momentum transfer can inject the smaller, suspendable-size

particles into the airstream even though the critical U*T for the smaller

particles has not been attained. Alternatively, if the large particles

are agglomerates, they can break on impact into smaller particles

capable of suspension (Gillette, 1976; Rosinski et al., 1976; Sehrnel,

1978)

Another pioneer in the study of resuspension was W. S. Chepil, a

soil scientist who devoted more than 30 years to the problem of wind

erosion of topsoils. Many of the factors found by Chepil and his

collaborators to be important to wind erosion are precisely the factors

governing the resuspension process. Chepil's contributions lie in five

categories (e.g., see Orgill, 1977): (1) dynamics of wind erosion,

(2) soil properties that influence erosion, (3) sedimentary charac-

teristics of dust storms, (4) wind erosion control, and (5) the wind

erosion equation. The wind erosion equation can be used to predict

the annual rate of soil loss from a specific agricultural field.

Table 1 lists many of the factors studied by Chepil and others that can

influence resuspension.

D. A. Gillette and collaborators have continued experimental research

into wind erodibility of various soil textures, independently confirming

many of Bagnold's and Chepil's results. Gillette has also explored

similarities in aerosol and momentum nixing under dust storm conditions.

8y using two vertically separated jet impactors and wind records at

these heights plus an intermediate height, Gillette found that: (1) the

resuspension process shows a positive upward vertical flux, Fv of
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particles (airborne concentration decreasing with height from the

surface); (2) particle size distributions of the parent soil and of

the airborne particles are similar, at least for dry barren soil; and

(3) when the total vertical and horizontal fluxes of particles are con-

sidered, the resultant mass transferred is qualitatively similar to

estimates of mass eroded obtained by using the wind erosion equation

of Chepil (Gillette et czl., 1972).

In another field experiment (Gillette, 1976), seven different

sandy and sandy loam soils were sampled with similar instrumentation.

Results were similar to results from his previously mentioned study.

A functional dependence of horizontal and vertical fluxes of soil

particles in the range of 1 < radius < 10 m on u (x u) was determined,

in agreement with Bagnoldts total flux dependence for the coarsest

textured soils. However, the vertical fluxes for the finer textured

barns exhibited a higher exponent power dependency on u. Gillette

postulated this to be caused by a sandblasting effect where original

sand-sized particles in a loam are actually agglomerates of smaller

particles. These agglomerates break and shed fine particles without

much difficulty after a short period of saltation with the proper wind

stresses.

In studying behavior of submicron (0.1 < radius < 1.0 pm) soil

particulate suspension (Porch and Gillette, 1977), two vertically

oriented and displaced integrating nephelometers and fast-response,

three-component anemometers were employed during a frontal passage in

West Texas. The light-scattering characteristics of the resuspended
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particles were used to obtain particle fluxes. These data, along with

turbulence data, were used to obtain thG ratio of aerosol to momentum

exchange. During the experiment, the mode of transport changed from a

deposition phase (particulate being deposited from an upwind source)

to a suspension phase after frontal passage (as the fetch of the wind

was changed parallel to furrows in the field). Turbulence intensity

increased and the surface roughness decreased initiating local resus-

pension. This result qualitatively agreed with Chepil's previous

observations.

Most recently, (Gillette, 1978) a wind tunnel experiment was con-

ducted using six markedly different soils (sands, clays, and silts) in

crusted and loose states. For the loose states, horizontal fluxes

increased as u in both fine and coarse particle fractions. Soil

surface crusting (cementing of the surface layer particles together by

moisture) inhibited fine particle fluxes in the silt and clay soils but

had little affect on the sandy soils. The effects of sandblasting were

not apparent but this may be explained since there was only a small

fetch over trays of soils in the wind tunnel. Vertical fluxes showed

little correlation with previously obtained field data for apparently

the same reason.

In the last 30 years, field experiments have been performed to

assess resuspension of potentially hazardous materials using inert

tracers and, in some cases, radioactive sources. Results have been

reported in terms of resuspension rates and resuspension factors. The

resuspension factor is the ratio of a contaminant's local air concentra-

tion (measured at a convenient height) to its local surface concentration.



The dimensions of the resuspension factor are therefore length'. The

resuspension factor can he useful in instances of local resuspension

from a small contamirated area (e.g., n a laboratory) or where air

concentration is measured over a very large contaminated surface

(approximating an infinite plane). This parameter is most useful for

mechanical disturbances of contaminated surfaces (e.g., see Milham

et al., 1975). Resuspension factors have been found to vary over 14

orders of magnitude (Mishima, 1964) for various contaminated surfaces,

contaminant type, and mode of surface stress activity. Tables 2a and

2b summarize many of the reported results.

The use of resuspension rates (fraction of contaminant resuspended

per unit time) has been advocated for quite some time, (e.g., Healy and

Fuquay, 1959) but until recently experimental data have been sparse.

Slinn (1976b) has developed a theoretical description of resuspension

that displays the parameters of interest. This analysis starts from

coupled convective diffusion equations for the contaminant's concentra-

tion in the air, X, and in the surface medium, C:

-f.-+ vVX = V(K'X) + V
S Z

+ w-.-+ wVC = 7(D"7C) + G(C) - L(C)

where v is the air's velocity; w is any velocity of the surface medium,

K and D are (tensor) diffusivities; and w are settling velocities in

the respective media (e.g., caused by gravity); and G and L are gain and

loss terms, respectively. By integrating the above equations over all



TABLF 2a: RFSUSPINSION PALlORS FROM MANS ACt! VITIES (adapted from Sehmel, 1979a)

Location
Source

Material
Unventilated room Beiyllium

Small ulivent A lated Alpha floor coiitaniina-
tools tion

Change room with Alpha on coveralls
i.o ventilation

Change n'ooni, con- 10: 'loose' alpha
concrete floor, floor contaminStion
9 air changes/hr

S ililul ated work Abesto contaminated
coat

Room -Co.icrete Plutoijitim facility
floor

Room-Concrete titanium facility
floor

Maralinga trials Fallout

Particles settled
in room

Uranium

Plutoni urn

ZuS

MMI) = 3. 1 pm

a 1.9
g

CoO

1411) 2 .0 iiii

2.3

Resuspension ResuspensionStre_ fc.tor 1iee. m1 Reference

Vigorous sweeping i x l0_2 to 4 x lO_2 Mitchell and Eutsler,
1967

People walking 3 x l0 to 2 x lO_2 Calculated from
Brunakili, 1966

2 to 4 people changing <2 x l0 to 1.7 x 10-2 Calculated from
coveralls Brunskill, 1966

4 to 6 people moving in 2 x lO- to 3 x i0 Brunakill. 1966
room

Machining operations i .2 lO- to 5.3 io-

Stacking sheets 2.0 i- to 4.2
No circulation I x io to 2 x
Fan air stress 3 x l0' to 3 x l0-
Fan and dolly movement 4 t 10 to 1.5 x 102

No circulation after 5 x l0' to I x l0
tests

No circulation 7 x l0 to 4 x l0
Fan air stress 3 x 10 to 2 l0
Uolly movment 1 x 10' to 2 x l0
Fan and dolly movement 2 x l0- to 1 a l0
Road survey, at 1-2 days <j a 108 to '2 a 10_6

Can landrover, 5th hr 6.4 a l0-
8th hr 2.5 a 10

[lust stirred, at 0.3 in ht l0
Vehicle dust at 0.3 in lit a to to 7 x
Pedestrian dust at 0.3 a lit 1.5 [(C6 to 3 a lO
Vigorous work-sweepilig 1.9
WalKing 3.9 io

Light work 9.4 a

Light sweeping 7.1 10_LI

Clauberman, et aL,
1967

Stewart. 1967

Stewart, 1967



IA1II.R 2a (coat d) I.CSUSPI94S!ON IACtORS IRON HANS ACTIVITIIiS (adapted free Seheel I979a)

S Mtrce Resuspension Resuspension
Location Material Stress Factor jel Reference

Clvi I defense I-I 31 Routlt recovery operation Stewart, 19e7trial wi tli ick/plas tot dust
Litclosed space 4. U) to 2 x

area 2 x 10
Nevada test silo l'luto,tlum Fxtciisive vehicular 7 x

I raffic
laboratory iøotn I'ltitu,iiunt Oil de No novejuOnt 2 x l0' Oksza-Chociniovoski 1976

11 Steps/mill 1O jones alit! Pond, l91t7
36 slops/Thin S x l0

I'l titotti 11111 itlt rate No inOVeitteIlt 2 x 10-8
14 StopS/Itilil
36 steps/win 5 x I0v

t.kal t e lie 110 la II olin Rtt ml sOrvty f rout bark St tWa Ft 1967Is lands Ilurrj- I amidrove i 4th day 8 x I 0 to 3 x I0cane cal Is 7th day 7 x I!)' to 4 x l0
At tail boat,!. 7th day I .6 x I O' to 3.! x I

ru Ii an tIe so it F a 1 lout guard Wa I l.A ng so rvey 3 x 1 O Stcwa rt I9o7fotem' 1953
Vehicle survey

At tailboard 2 x 11)1

Inside vehicle 2 x 10
Contaminated field Ilmituimiuuiti Downwind tractor 5 x 108 to 1.0 x liY CLilctul.ltCd from

t'lilhatt,, et al. 1976In tractor cab 2.4 x 10
Fertilizing 7.9 x
Subsol ling S x l0'
Plamitiuug, light discing 1.8 x IO to 7.9 x l0
t.kuwiiig 1.3 x

Tractor cab iii l'lutottiuum Tractor operations 4 x l0 to 2 x hr1 Mslluaut, et a! .,I976cot taut a tat en! field
New Yoth Fallout pluttiutitini Average air eciucentra- 5 x llV to 2 x l0 Calculated front

iou/surface (Inceilt ra- Ilciuuuet t 1976
t ion

la I ma res 510 P1 Ut lii 0111 Ye aul y a vt rage fa rut in I . 2 x l0 to 3. 8 x 10 / Ca I cul at ed Ito in 1 raIl 10 1971)
Coutauniuuated sludge l'Iuttuiiiunu Itototi II jug S.!, x Calculated fret Meyet5

et al. 1976



tacat ton
4.vada cast sit.,

50000ner
'l.e%da :..t sot.. 2NS

'liar cent.?
'lear ed;i
U.s.rt

Dnirt

'to Yin-average
Ut concentra010n.

sOd urdici
deoui0000

'leo York

Sauted Kingdos

Pal.ares, Spain

'livada test it,hasty ral at
Rocky Flats

Matalin. tronlo

Paviog tones
Sandy-des .rc omus
Sanoy soot ooth
/harr.d soot-is

4.eate .110 ISlands.
ilurrocan. tflals

CCnsz,d sandy soil

TACIF 2h 5ESUSPGI0N FACTORS p5CM BIND RESUSPENSION 91123235
(a4apced ftt. S.h..l 979a)

Sautte Wind Speed 5esusensioo
Material De,tndeac, 7ac:or, I'

51w l0 to N 1O

Plutoou
3

2 0

10.0

Fallout 5 12'4 to 2 c 10.'

:2 05

3,33

Pistotbsa. tO-day u c 9.7 5/see
staples

Ptutoni'.a

Ptutonio

lrnaooa. at 3.3.65 usE s/sat
at 0.6 . 1st

C so,art, 5 0 5/sec
9 Z once

PnLonto-l0 OP -
5 Joufle S i/sec

1300 i sauna a a S a/s.c
Fallout: u a 5

16 a ounce.
lightly veg.-
:20.4 sand and rock

'4a? toeor shot
'lear road, so

distutbance
Yttrtoa thlorode. 11 5 i/sec

aqueous solution
I n

50570e

5 r tO

5 .o

l.a S tO' to 7.3 c lS-

to

3 11 15
1 a

3 a to 6 t lO
o t3- to S a

2 1o' to 9 z
7 to 1 x 355

Anopauglo, et Si., 3975

Rnop.ugh. 5 di., 3973

Msspausgi%, cc di., 1275

REopasugh reported by
3.nnett, 1976

Calculated iron
Seonett. 3976

Calculated b'
0.ms.ts, 1976

Ilsailton aalcuLated
by Bennett. 916

Calculated ro.
trOnto, 1970

t.angltaa reportod by
8.505.05. 1976

S.ho.i and )rgoll.
3973

ScentS, 1967

itecart. 367

Stowort. 3967

Stewart, :967
1 s t0 t0 I s I0

lO so 2 c l3
1 a 30° to 1.3 c

Stewart, 1967
3' to 0

I a t0' to 6.2 a

11
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crosswind and vertical directions, there result the transparent expres-

sions:

aA aA
- + u AS
Bt

= 2A - AS aS

where A is the y- and z-integrated concentration of the contaminant in

the atmosphere; S is a similarly averaged concentration in the surface

medium; c is a deposition rate (sec1); A is a resuspension rate (sec1);

and a is a weathering rate (sec1). The present study sought to obtain

experimental values for A and a.

Recently, Sehmel (1972, 1973, 1975, 1976) and Sehmel and Lloyd

(1977) have reported resuspension rates as functions of type of resus-

pending disturbance, wind speed, surface roughness and particle size.

Sehmel's reported resuspension rates have been found to vary over nine

orders of magnitude for pedestrian, car, and truck traffic and limited

wind resuspension on asphalt and cheat grass, and for detailed wind

resuspension experiments over sparsely vegetated areas of Eastern

Washington.

Sehmel's resuspension rate data for the mechanical and limited wind

resuspension activities were obtained by seeding outdoor surfaces with

known quantities of zinc sulfide pigment; the zinc sulfide was collected

on aspirated filters and analyzed by X-ray fluorescence. Sehnel and

Lloyd's detailed wind resuspension data were obtained by seeding a

lightly vegetated desert soil surface with submicron-size calcium
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molybdate; the samples were coilected in a series of vertically spaced

cascade impactors which were activated for given wind speed increments

and again analyzed by X-ray fluorescence.

Sehmel and Lloyd's data show resuspension rates proportional to the

mean wind speed (u) raised to a power with a value ranging from about

one to five, for wind speeds greater than roughly 4 m sec1 measured

at 2.1 m height. Resuspension rates for given particle size increments

were found to vary from u' (1.1 jm diameter) to u5 (<1.0 im diameter)

over the desert surface; wind speed dependencies of u raised to different

intermediate exponents were found for larger particle size increments.

Combining much of his collected data, Sehmel determined that

resuspension rates also increased with decreasing surface roughness

except over forests. For forests there was an apparent increase in

resuspension rate with increasing roughness height. However, the data

for resuspension from forests were for DOT, and the high volatility of

the DDT on the hot days that the sampling occurred might have influenced

the results.

Table 3 lists available resuspension rates obtained from both

theoretical and experimental studies. This table includes data deter-

mined in the present study.

A number of authors have introduced and used the concept of a

"weathering rate" (e.g., see Anspaugh et al., 1974, 1975; Langhan,

1971; Kathren, 1968). The weathering rate is the inverse of the time

for l/e of an initial surface concentration available for resuspension

to be depleted by fixation and burial into the surface layer. By



TABLE 3: RESUSPENSION RATES, A(adapted with additions from Sehmel, 1979a)

Resuspension Rate, sect, Determined From
Calculation Using Transport Integration

Source Model arid Concentration at of Measured
Location Material only Uric lleght Concentrations

Corn leaves Pollen 10-6 to io'

Nevada Test Site Plutonium 2.7x10'12 to 4.8x1010
Nevada 'lest Site, GMX Plutonium 102 to 10-10
Nevada Test Site Plutonium lxl0"0 to 6xl0

Hanford Site ZnS lxl0 to 3.5x106

Eroding Field Soil
40 t000/acre
1 cm depth

Las tern Washing ton 'kil yhdenum at tached
Experiment Site to soil particles

1.3 * 23 a sec Al! susperidible
Sizes

Oregon Willamette ZnS (2.9 pm MIII))
Valley from Drown grass

3.S 4.0 cm height
Oregon Willamette ZnS from barren silt
Valley loam soil

Oregon Wil lairiette ZnS front medium
Valley coarse gravel

2x1011 to RxlO8
A for various
different sized particles

7.Sxl00 to 5x10"8
A uS'2.5 for various
surface moisture contents
7.3x100to 1.2x10"7
A u,S) for various
surface moisture contents
l,3x!09 to 6x107

A u'3'1 for various
surface moisture contents

Ref erelice

Calculations from Aylor, 1976
Anspaugh et al., 1975

Ilealy, 1974
Ilealy, 1974 Calculation from
Wilson et al., 1960
Ilealy, 1974 Recalculation of
Ilealy, 1955 and Ilealy arid
Fuquay. 1958

Calculations by juan, 1973

Sehmel, 1978

This study

[his study

This study
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various "weathering" phenomena, a contaminant can become unavailable

for resuspension except under drastic circumstances (e.g., an intense

dust devil or a mechanical disturbance). Weathering rates have been

found to vary from a few days to negligible values, at least during

the months to years of measurements. Undoubtedly, seasonal variations

of winds, soil moisture, and vegetative cover have made the true measure-

ment (or meaning) of the weathering rate quite difficult. Some of the

indirectly measured values appear in Table 4. These are air concentra-

tion half-lives, not surface concentration values as previously defined;

it is difficult to measure a suspendible surface concentration accurately.

In summary, the resuspension phenomenon is highly complex because

of the many factors affecting its initiation. This complexity limits

predictive and/or measurement schemes. Data reported to date have been

very site-specific, predominantly for sandy soils of Great Basin deserts.

Nonuniforinities and inaccuracies in estimating large surface area con-

centrations, large averaging times in relation to resuspension events,

and sampling only a portion of the resuspended plume by past methods are

possible further causes of error in obtaining resuspension parameter

estimates. In the present report, a semi-controlled experimental study

will be described. This study, in a different physical regime from

previous work, was initiated in the winter of 1978 in hopes of increasing

our knowledge and data base about resuspension and weathering.



TABLE 4: hALF-LIFE TIMES FOR DECREASE OF AIRBORNE CONCENTRATIONS NEAR RESUSPENSION SITES (adapted from Sehmel, 1979a)

Duration of half-life Half-life
Source Experiment, for Airborne for Retention

Location Material Months Concentration onFoHage,D Refe rence
Nevada test site, 15 [)ecreases with time Shreve, 1958

El uaibob

Nevada test site Plutonium

Nevada test site,
Yucca Flat

Russia Alpha and
Beta

Nevada test site, l'lutonium
P I uinbob

Nevada test site, l8L
Schooner

From 5 to IS No change at 230 in
concentratioi de-
creased by only a
factor of 1 to 10
at 760 in

Concentrations
increased from
1956 to 1958

2 to 4 years Decreased 2 to 3
orders of magnitude

> 4 years Practically constant
ltoS 3sdays

1.8

Nevada test site, Gross gamma 9
Rant) e rry

Hanford reserva- 137. 238 206Cs Pution aged source 239Pu
hanford Inert tracer 8

Rocky Flats Plutonium
after soil
disturbance
Field test Solutions 85Sr,

51Cr, 2ItPh and
I j diameter
pu ly ste re n e

38 days

40 days
66 days

5 months to > year

> 8 months
9 iiionths

IIealy, 1974
comparison of Wilson,
et al. , 1957, and
Olafson and Laisun,
1961

Mork, 1970

Wilson, et al., 1957

Anspaugh, et al.,!973

Langham, 1971
Anspaughi, et al., 1973

Sehmel, 1977

Sehmnel, 1977
Sehumel and OrgilI
1974

49 In winter Chadwick and Chamber-
19 in summer lain, 1970
(after 7 weeks) 0'
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III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Following the lead of others, it was decided to report resuspen-

sion rates as functions of friction velocity, surface type, and time

since deposition. First, an adequate tracer was needed to simulate

radioactive species in the environment. Since the most serious health

hazards of resuspension stem from resuspension of !respirab1ehI particles

(<10 pm aerodynamic diameter) a tracer of this size was chosen.

The behavior of zinc and cadmium suif ides as atmospheric tracers

has been well docuniented and the tracer was accepted as having suitable

characteristics (Leighton et czi., 1965). This material was selected

for the following reasons: (1) the majority of particles are in the

respirable particle size range (log normally distributed with a mass

mean diameter of -3 pm, number mean of -2 pm, but with aerodynamic

diameters somewhat larger because of particle density near 4.0 g/cm3;

(2) the particles in their bulk state can be separated into discrete

particles through use of a wetting solution (water plus Kodak Photoflo

solution) combined with violent agitation (mixed in commercially avail-

able electric blender); (3) quantitative analysis is readily performed

by taking advantage of the compound's fluorescent/phosphorescent prop-

erties (excited to emit light in visible range by near-UV light);

(4) the particles lend themselves to less exotic application techniques

to surfaces in the field (the agitated colloidal suspension was sprayed

on desired surface through use of a pressurized agricultural sprayer) and

can be deposited on a prescribed area in fairly uniform concentrations

with proper application technique; (5) the compound is nontoxic under
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normal handling and field conditions; and (6) the compound has good

chemical and photochemical stability under natural conditions (it is

water insoluble, and affected only by extremely high temperatures and

strong acids or bases with negligible loss of photochemical properties

as determined by 16 days exposure to direct sunlight). After experi-

menting with several colors and size distributions of this material, a

yellow fluorescing color was chosen to minimize interferences from

naturally occurring fluorescent particles. A log-probability plot of

this tracer's size distribution appears in Appendix A.3.

Once an adequate tracer particle was found, the next step was to

devise a sampling technique and a method to determine applied wind

stress. It was observed that instances of dry, high-speed winds in

Western Oregon's Willamette Valley are quite infrequent. It was also

desired to circumvent problems with sampling only a portion of any

resuspended plume. Consequently, a wind generator/sampling system was

devised. A variable flow, high-volume sampler (Rader boom prototype

Hi-Vol) capable of flow rates >2.3 m3 min' was obtained from Professor

R. W. Boubel of the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Oregon State

University (OSU). This sampler houses a 20 x 25 cm box filter holder.

Preliminary calculations of air velocity generated in confined cross-

sectional areas led to development of an open-floored "wind channel"

constructed of stainless steel attached directly to the orifice of the

high-volume sampler. After proper gasketing of the channel to seal off

any significant leaks along the length of the channel, "wind speeds" in

excess of 8 m sec (in the center of the channel's cross-sectional
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area) were generated. The internal dimensions of this channel are 6 cm

wide x 7.5 cm tall x 100 cm long. The purpose of this system is to

generate known wind stresses over a seeded area, intercepting practically

all of the resuspended plume. A picture of the system appears in

Appendix A.3.

Wind stresses were determined in the system by a calibration of the

unit for various wind speeds over various natural surfaces: cut grass,

barren silt loam soil and medium-coarse gravel. All measurements were

performed at the OSU Hyslop Experimental Farm located about six miles

northeast of the Corvallis campus. A series of five holes perpendicular

to the direction of mean flow were drilled 70 cm from the leading edge

of the wind channel. This was done to allow sufficient fetch for the

flow to become essentially horizontal over a surface of interest. Wind

profiles down to a height of 4.5 cm above the surface were then measured

by means of a TSI Model 1050 hot film anemometer supplied by Professor

C. A. Paulson of the OSU School of Oceanography. Average wind profiles

(across the five entry points for the anemometer) were obtained and

plotted. Surface roughness heights, z, (see Appendix A.l) found by

this technique varied from 0.36 to 0.5 cm over 4 cm grass-covered ground,

0.03 to 0.05 cm over barren silt loam soil, and 0.1 to 0.2 cm over

gravel. These values agree quite well with other published results

(Laikhtman, 1964; Tanner and Pelton, 1960). Dimensional analysis

yielded Reynolds numbers of the order of l0 to iü, indicative of

fully turbulent atmospheric environments. Friction velocities, u,

varied from 0.30 to 1.25 m sec1 over grass, 0.16 to 0.56 m sec over
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soil, and 0.23 to 0.76 m sec' over gravel in four speed increments

corresponding to 2, 4, 6, and 8 m sec wind speeds at 4.5 cm heights.

A picture of the hot film apparatus, a sample anemometer traverse and

the corresponding graphic plot to obtain the wind profile's u and z

appear in Appendix A.3.

The next step was to develop analytic techniques to analyze the

resuspended fluorescent particles. A Gelman Type VM Metricel polyvinyl

chloride box filter (5 pm pore size with >95% collection efficiencies for

supermicron particles of specific gravity 4.0) was chosen to place in

the sample train. It was the original intent to dissolve the filter in

exotic solvents, thereby colloidally suspending the contaminant in the

solution for fluorescence analysis. However, interference problems

occurred caused by impurities and pigments of filter not dissolving,

clouding the resultant solution. Consequently, optical microscopy was

employed to count actual particles (?l.0 pm) on the filter surface. (A

picture of the fabricated apparatus appears in Appendix A.3.) As a rule,

300 particles were counted in a known area of filter surface per sample

to bring values into prescribed statistical limits (see Appendix A.3).

The resulting concentration was multiplied by the total surface area of

the filter to yield an estimate of the total number of particles (±10% of

the true value, 90% of the time).

After a sample run in the field, the sample train of the high-volume

sampler and the roof and walls of the wind channel were carefully rinsed

with analytic grade methanol. This was done to cleanse the surface walls

ahead of the filter of any impacted tracer particles. The methanol was
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then evaporated. Fluorescent particles left behind were again suspended

in water, then deposited on a 47 miii diameter 1 pm pore-size, gridded

Nucleopore filter for counting purposes as before.

In many instances, more particles were found in the rinsings than

on the sample-train filter. This led to a search for a systematic

error. The difference in the treatment of the in-line filter and the

sample-train rinsings described above led to the discovery that many

particles deposited on and within the sample-train filter could not be

seen by optical microscopy. Although the 5 pm pore-size filter on the

sample train is assumed to be >95% efficient in capturing particles down

to 1 pm in size, the concept of a membrane filter relies not only on pore

size but the torturous path all particles must take through the signifi-

cant depth (-150 pm) of the filter in order to avoid capture. When 95%

of the size distribution of detectable tracer particles lies within the

1 to 5 pm range, surely error results if one assumes that all particles

captured remain on the surface layer where they are optically counted.

Sample-train rinsings did not suffer this problem as Nucleopore filters

of 1 pm pore size have absolute retention on their surface layer for

particle diameters 1 pm size and essentially all detectable particles

can be seen.

As a result of these considerations, a calibration experiment was

performed on six of the previously analyzed sample filters. The filters

were characterized by !tlightu, !?medit, and
"heavy'1 mass loadings of

fluorescent particles, surface type, ui., and sample duration when origi-

nally collected. Accurately sized pieces of each filter type were cut
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from each filter and the surfaces counted for particles. In turn, each

piece was then dissolved in tetrahydrofuran, water was added, and the

organic solvent was allowed to evaporate. The colloidal suspension

solution was then poured through a clean, 1 im pore gridded filter,

and the particles recounted. In each case about 10 to 102 times more

particles were counted after the procedure than before it. The resultant

calibration data and resultant model appears in Appendix A.3.

A relatively accurate technique was developed for defining the

source strength of a given surface area. After experimenting with

several different areal concentrations of tracer to determine a concen-

tration suitable for ease of analysis at all wind speeds, a deposition

mass of approximately ten grams of fluorescent particles per m2 was

chosen as acceptable. This amount was then deposited with the agri-

cultural sprayer on each of nine 1 m2 plots: three plots each of mown

grass, barren silt loam soil, and medium-coarse gravel. During deposi-

tion, a network of 16 plastic pillboxes, each presenting a surface area

of 4.4 cm2 to the sprayer, were evenly deployed on each of the plots.

After deposition, each of the piliboxes was retrieved, the contained

particles suspended in a water-wetting agent solution of known volume,

and an analysis was performed using an Aminco Microfluorimeter. The

instrument was calibrated with standard colloidal suspension concentra-

tions, a work curve developed, and pillbox areal concentrations (in

mg/cm2) determined from this curve. As a quality assurance test, several

piliboxes from each plot were weighed before and after fluorimetric

analysis. The mass obtained by gravimetric analysis was always within 5%

of the mass value obtained by fluorimetric analysis. Maps of ccncentration
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values for each plot were drawn and surface concentration isopleths

inferred from the data points obtained by this analysis. Pictures of

the deposition process and representative contaminated plots taken in

darkness under ultraviolet light, as well as a sample map of one of the

plots, are contained in Appendix A.3.

The period of active data and sample collection was from February 14

(day of tracer deposition on the nine plots) until August 10 (the last

day samples were collected). A record of daily precipitation during this

period appears in Appendix A.3. The anticipated profusion of rainfall

during the first part of the study led to the development of protective

covers to shield all the sample plots from redistribution of tracer

material by washing and surface runoff during high-intensity precipita-

tion events. Nine shelters slightly larger than the size of a 1 m2 plot

were constructed and used to cover the plots for most of the study (see

pictures in Appendix A.3). Though tile covers shielded the study plots

from direct precipitation impacts, their limited dimension allowed

surface moisture to percolate into the plot areas from uncovered sur-

rounding areas. Indeed, the surfaces remained nearly saturated with

water during the first one and one-half months of the experiment. The

effects of surface moisture inhibition to the resuspension process for

these outdoor surfaces was qualitatively assessed by intensely drying

some of the surfaces with enclosed heat lamps (see picture in Appendix

A.3) for varying amounts of time before taking a sample. In one series

of 24 observations in the rainy season, the nearly moisture-saturated

surfaces were sampled without any surface drying.
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The normal scheme of sampling involved taking a set of samples

under similar surface moisture and ambient atmospheric conditions for a

given surface during the same day (see the picture of the method employed

in Appendix A.3). The set over each surface type consisted of four

samples at the four different wind speeds mentioned earlier. Sample

times varied from ten minutes to one hour.

There were two variations to this basic scheme. In one variation,

a set of four samples, each of 15-minute duration, were taken from the

same surface area on a given plot for each surface type and two of the

four wind speed categories (4 and 8 m sec winds at 4.5 cm height) and

two different surface moisture conditions (semi-saturated and saturated)

for a total of 48 filter samples. The intent of this experiment was to

see if the resuspension of particles varied with successive discrete

bursts of wind over the same surface and how much variations of surface

moisture inhibited the resuspension process.

In a second variation, three of the nine tracer plots (one of each

surface type) were exposed to the elements on different occasions during

the rainy part of the study period. After a time of recovery for these

exposed plots, a normal round of samples was drawn from these plots and

matched with a normal set of samples from a plot of similar surface type

that had remained covered during the exposure periods. The intent of

this experiment was to attempt to quantify and separate the concept of

surface weathering by rainfall from other effects not totally accounted

for in the study (e.g., a quantitative measure of surface moisture).
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Detailed hourly wind observations and tipping bucket rain gauge

data for these weathering periods were obtained from the Hyslop Farm

Climatological Station located approximately 300 m east of the experi-

ment site. The detailed records appear in Appendix A.3. Only wind

speeds were recorded for these periods; instead of direction, an expo-

sure indicator was plotted. When the indicator was plotted, the winds

were occurring from the west southwest clockwise through the east south-

east directions. When no indicator was plotted, any occurring winds were

from the southeast clockwise through the southwest and the exposed plots

were shielded from their true force by large rectangular one- and two-

story buildings within 4 to 40 m of the plots directly south of the

field site. Most of the rainfall occurred during times when winds were

from a southerly direction and of the three separate weathering events,

two were of the showery type and one a frontal passage. Maximum intensi-

ties of rainfall varied from 1.44 mm hr' for a few minutes for a three-

hour period of rainfall during weathering event number one, 22.5 mm hr

for two minutes for a six-hour period of rainfall during weathering

event number two, and 0.22 mm hr1 for about seven minutes with rainfall

occurring for about one and three-quarters hours during weathering

period number three. Soil and grass plots were exposed for all three

weathering periods while the gravel plot was exposed only to the first

two periods.

Resuspension activity is reported in terms of the resuspension rate

parameter. By knowing the initial surface concentration over the

prescribed natural surface, x (Greek !Tchit), the area of surface



sampled, A, the tracer mass collected, M, and the duration of the set

wind stress over this surface, T, a resuspension rate can be obtained

via:

Resuspension Rate, A, M/XA
at measured wind stress T

with dimension of time1. The sampling area, A, per run was a constant,

6 cm x 50 cm = 300 cm2. Fifty cm of the wind channel's length was

allowed to overhang the contaminated area. This was done in an attempt

to give the generated wind field time to adjust and flow horizontally

over the contaminated area. Functional relationships between the resus-

pension rate, friction velocity and time since deposition were then

calculated.
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IV. RESULTS

Experimental results are presented in tabular form in Tables 5 and

6 and graphically in Figures 1 through 7. The following text will

address each of the following specific subjects in subsections by

surface type: wind speeds and surface moisture relationships, resuspen-

sion rate changes for consecutive short averaging times over the same

surface, the impact of weathering events on the various surfaces, time-

dependent weathering rates, and the dependency of average resuspension

rates on roughness heights.

A. Wind Speed and Surface Moisture Relationships

Iown Grass: The average resuspension rate, A, for all samples over

this surface was 1.3 x lO sec'. Least squares fits for the data

points plotted on Figure 1 appear in Table 6. The data trends show

A u, with the exponent b varying from 0.86 to 2.44 and the highest

power dependencies associated with the driest surface conditions. A

general rule might be the less surface moisture, the higher the

dependency or wind speed.

From Figure 2a, it might be concluded that resuspension decreases

with time. However, problems occurred with data collection over this

surface after the 83rd day of the study; by this time the mown grass

had become badly overgrown. The increased filtering efficiency of new

growth grass blades plus the extreme height of the grass blades within

the wind channel could have served to lower the resuspension rates.



'lADlE 5 I)FlJSP1:IIGION PAin ANALYGI 2

Mean Wind Tracer
Velocity, Friction Source Total Mass
u, 1,.5 cm Velocity, Sample Time Since Strength, Tracer Collected, N4 Resuspension

Sample Surface Height u5,
1

Duration, Deposition, 2
Particle N/l.92 x210 Rate,A

Number 'l'ype a sec1 m ec T, sec Days mg/300 cm Count, N mg x 10 (H/s )/T x 10 Remarks

8 Grass 2 0.30 3600 2.25 3(10 2561,40 1 . lii 12. Samp] e dried for 1 hour with heat lanpa
1,5 Grass 2 0.30 2700 03.98 3(0 9(590 (1.508 5.1)9 Non-weathered, drier than preceding run,

overgrown grass.
W,6 Gra.s 2 0. 30 2700 84.0h 375 20270 0.11,7 1.'5 Weathered, otherwise same conditions as

#liS.
55 Grass 2 0.30 270)) 1(3.06 380 114050 0.0773 0. 751i Driest con,li t ions on this e fe, tnt a) so

most overgrowth.
'( Grass I, d.614 3600 2.18 2(0 761010 1.36 1l4.5 Sample dried 111cc #13.

I 5A Grass Ii o,6h 900 6.20 310 63300 0.330 1] .8 Sample dried for 1.5 his, with intense
heat ininpa.

1511 Gr Ii 0.6), 901) 6,77 310 62611) 0.326 11.7 Same as #l5A.
15' Grass ii 0.61, 90)) 6.2), 310 561,00 0.291, 10.5 Same as #15A.
157 (ha as Ii 0.614 9011 6.26 31)) 55150 0.207 10. 3 Same as #1 5A.
21i1 Grass II 0.61, 92)) 8.31 1,30 (9),?)) 0.liT14 10.7 No ale drying, ,aet etc moisture ol' this

type.
230 Grass I, 0.61, 900 8.31 Ii 30 614030 0.331, 11.62 Same as #23A.
23( Grass I, 0.6), 090 8.35 1,31) 214620 0.120 3.31 Same as #23A.
231) Grass 14 0. 6(i 900 8,37 1,30 214040 0.125 3.23 Same as #23A.
'1 Grass I, 0.61, 2700 81,10 385 209)400 1 .09 10.5 Some conditions as

O14fl Grass 0.61, 2700 81,12 165 65750 0.31,2 3,1,7 Same ondi tions as
56 (h-ass Ii 0.61, 1)300 j77.j() Ii)))) 511490 0.268 3.12 Same conditions as #55.

2 Gias,, 6 o.G8 3600 1.114 2)11 262230 1 .131 10.0 ((maple dried )ike #8.
1,9 Grass 6 0,1)8 i8oi 814.21 1,7)) 158890 0.828 1(1.9 Same as #1,5.
50 Gross 6 0.0(3 iBoo 814.23 305 1)2090 0.5814 8.21 Same as
6t Grass 6 0.1)8 900 i14 .00 365 50030 0.307 9.3?, Same as #55.

1 Grass 8 1.25 3(0)) 1.114 2110 3015)70 5.29 50.1 liaise as #8.

1')
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ilean Wind Tracer
Velocity, Friction Source Total Mass
ii, #i 5 cm Velocity, Sample Time Since Strength, Tracer Collected, N4 Resuspension

Sample Surface Height u, Duration, Deposition,
2

Particle N/.l.92 x,,10' Rate,.A
,Dauber Pype is sect a ec T, see Days mg/300 cci Count, N mg x l0' (!!/S)fT x 10 Remarks

l),.4 Grass 8 1.25 901) 6.11 305 2699Ii0 1.1,1 51.2 Same conditions as #15 series.
1110 Grass 8 1.25 900 6.13 305 81,80)) 01,I,2 .16.i Same as #11,A.
hG Grass 13 1.25 900 6.15 105 81,200 0.!i39 16.0 Seine as #J1,A.
i1,i, Grass B 1.25 900 6.17 405 15300 0.392 111.3 Sauce as #1!IA.
?-A Grass 8 1.25 900 8.22 1,90 211980 1.10 25.0 Some conditions as #23 series.
2214 Gross 8 1.25 900 8.2!, '°O 89710 0.1,67 10.6 Ssj,,e as #22A.
221 Giass 8 1.25 900 11.26 1,90 75950 0.396 11.96 Seine as #22fl.
22!) Grass 8 1.25 900 8.28 90 28)10 0.11,6 1.31 tiasie as ,#22A.
51 Grass 8 1.25 1.800 85. 175 296630 1.5!, 22.0 Same as #145.

W52 Grass 8 1.25 18(1(4 8), 32 4,05 1,694,10 2.5 31.5 Same as #*l,6.

62 Grass 8 1.25 600 175.03 105800 0.552 25.1 Same as #55.

13 Soil 2 0.16 1600 1.99 130 50181) 0.261 2.2(3 Sample dried P hours with heat loisna.
211 SoIl 2 0.16 3601) 16.25 3)5 51,81,0 0.286 2.30 Part of incomplete .uwnplu, set. Prier

than #13.
17 Soil 2 0.16 27(10 82.81 125 25190 0.13!, 1.53 Weathered sample. Drier than previous

samples at collection time.
38 5ji 2 o.i6 2700 82.75 1,85 513120 0.303 2.31 Non-weathered sample. Sfc like P31

above.
55 Soil 2 0.16 2100 172.76 'ci 1:10 0.2117 2.1!, Driest sampling conditions on thin sfc.
6 SoIl I, 0.3(4 160O 3.20 275 50520 0.263 2.66 Sample dried 1.5 hours with intense

heat lamps.
1.91 Soil 5 0.30 000 1.1.9 355 .1113790 0.123 22.6 Sample area dried for I, hours with

Intense heat lamps.
.1)41 Soil Ii 0. 30 900 1.22 Ii '1027)) 0.1,74) ]1, .7 Seine as #l9A.

I, 0.31) 900 7. 'I, 355 81,750 0.1,1,1 11.8 Same as #191.



j1( F N ( con 4. ) (1FflI oriio IN iN Al U Is

tican Wind Tracer
Velocity, Friction Source Total Mass

, 14.5 cm Velocity, Sample lime Since Strength, Tracer Collected, M, Resuspension
laniple Surface height1 u, Duration, I)epositlon, 2 Particle 14/1.92 x210'

Raten A
IlIslIhar Type a sec m ec T, sec Days mg/300 Cm Count, N nng x l0 (M/S)/T x 10 Remarks

190 Soil 0.30 900 7.26 355 718'30 0.371i 11.7 Same as #19A.
?5A SoiL 14 0.30 900 8.07 375 23870 0.1214 .68 No sfc drying; most sfc moisture of this

type.
25(4 SoIl Ii 0.30 900 8.99 375 11100 0.0797 2.36 Same as #25A.
25l Soil I 0.30 900 9.01 375 111080 0.0713 2.17 Seine as #25A.
25l Soil I 0.10 900 9.03 '(5 1i700 0.02145 0.125 Same as #251').

39 SoIl II 0. 3(4 ?700 82.91 110 1140730 0.733 8.21 Same ConditiOns CR r i.
140 Soil I 0.30 2700 82.85 4)4(4 2031(0 1.06 8.91 Same conditiorIs an 1138.

57 loll II 0.30 1800 112.91 I,6o 331890 1.73 20.9 Seine conditions as
12 SoIl 6 Ø,lil 3600 3.1(4 250 226830 1.18 11.1 Same conditions as #6.

27 Soil 6 0.1414 180(1 16.21 hI 5 1851110 0.9611 12.9 Incomplete sample net with conditions
like #28.

*14j Soil 6 0.Ii(s 180(4 83.0? 325 101300 0.5l3 9.29 Same conditions as h'l'i.
142 Soil 6 0.1414 i800 82.96 iliO 113130 3.12 116.9 (lame conditions ne #111.

6o Soil 6 0.ii 915 173.13 1470 465520 2.11? 56.3 Same conditIons en #514.

5 SoIl 8 0.56 3600 1.9? lilO 1i30280 2.211 15.2 lIaise conditions as #6.

lilA Soil 8 0,56 900 7.10 105 30)4160 1 .58 57.7 Sane condi Lions as #19 series.
1813 Soil 8 0.56 900 1.11 305 114(870 0.770 28.1 Sane us #]8A.
i8c Soil 8 (1.56 900 1.111 305 118650 0.618 22.5 Same as #18A.
i0D Soil 8 o.6 00(4 7.15 305 78100 0.1407 1)4.8 Sane as #18A.
21iA Soil 8 0.56 900 8.8)) 1,25 145590 0.231 6.21 Same conditions as #25 series.
2(4)1 Soil 8 0.56 90)) 8.00 425 1l'(80 0.0770 2.01 Sane as #211A.

214(4 fbi 8 0.56 90(1 8.92 1421 111170 0.073)) 1 .91 Same as #2liA.
2'P Soil 8 0.56 9(44) 8.4)11 '25 1)11(0 0.0-738 1.03 lIaise as #214A.

26 Soil 8 0.56 3600 16.15 125 375200 1 .91 16.7 Sanie conditions as #27 and #28.

('3



I l'!F S (con t. ) : RFSI ISPFIIST ON DATA AN)' 1,Y5!

Mean Wind Tracer
Velocity, Friction Source Total Mass
j, Ii.5 cm Velocity, Sampte Time Since Strength, Tracer Collected, 144 Resuspension

Sample Surface Height u, Duration, I)eposition, 5, Particle N/1.92 x10 Rate,
,_:'t p__ LPi Count1 N xl0 (14/5)/Tx 10 Remarks

IIi) SoIl 11 0.56 900 83.11 3!i5 1119250 2.10 70.3 Same conditions as #*37.
4)4 8 0.56 900 81.00 i?0 9006110 1.69 1214 Same conditions as #38.

63 Soil 8 0.56 615 173.83 470 571670 2.98 103 Same conditions as #514,

10 Gravel 2 0.23 3600 2.78 380 52000 0.271 1 .98 Sample dried 1.5 hours with intense heat
lamps.

29 Gravel 2 0.73 3600 50.52 390 333970 1.614 31.6 Non-weathered sample; nearly no sfc
aoisture.

30 Gravel 2 0.23 3600 58.60 305 27720 0,34)4 1.31 Weathered sample; name sic conditions
as #29 above.

55 Gravel 2 0.21 2700 173.06 380 2502140 1.30 12.7 Driest of saiupies collected frcin this
nfc type.

4 Gravel 14 0.1111 .16(11) 1.09 110 82080 0. )i37 3.143 Sample dried 2 hours with heat lamps.
17)' Grovel 14 0.1111 900 6.33 !i50 7l4300 3.72 '1! .9 Sample drIed 1.5 hours wii.h Intense

heat lamps.
1711 Gravel 14 0.1414 900 6.15 l5I) 3081t140 .1.61 39,6 Same as #17A.
110 Gravel 14 ol4l4 900 6.ii liSo 195)20 0.966 23.8 Sa,ne as #17A.
171) Gravel 14 0.14)4 900 6.79 450 138160 0.720 17.8 Same as #17A.
21)' Gravel 14 0)414 900 7.83 375 26010 0.136 )4,Ol No sfc drying; most sfc moisture of

this sfc type.
2111 Gravel 14 0.1414 900 7.85 373 32350 0.169 Ii.99 Same as #21)'.
210 Gravel I4 fl14)l 94)0 7.87 175 112920 0.588 i7.14 Same as #21A.
21!) Gravel 14 0,lii 900 7.89 375 1)781.0 0,771) 22.8 Same as #21)'.
11 Gravel Ii o,I,14 3600 58,70 300 296300 1.54 114.3 Same conditions as #29.
32 Gravel Ii 0.Il 16(14) 58.85 320 ioL6io 0.5145 4,73 Same condi tions as #'30.
58 Gravel 14 0.1411 8440 172.07 380 330520 .1.72 25.2 Same conditions as #53.

() Gravel 6 0.63 3E00 2,4)6 100 161370 0.812 13.07 Sane conditions as #14.

(jl
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Mean Wind Tracer
Velocity, Friction Source Total Mass

u, #1.5 cm Velocity, Sample Tine Since Strength, Tracer Collected, M4 Resuspension

Sample Siur face height u, Purati (in, Deposit ion, ,

2
Farti ci e N/I .92 *2lO Rite, it

Number Type m 5ec1 in 5ec T, sec Days rng/300 cm Count, 11 mg x 10 (r.i/s)/T x 10 Remarks

13 Gravel 6 0.61 210(1 58.96 3r1 801310 (.i( 39.6 lIaise conditions as #29.

3I( Gravel 6 0.61 2120 50.99 325 14581s50 2.39 21.0 Sane conditions as #*30.

59 Grave] 6 o.6i 900 113.59 1145 71i6000 3.110 125.0 Came conditions as #53.

3 Gravel B o.i6 3600 1.02 300 160130 0.8311 7.12 Unmatched sample; not dried but exposed
to 3 hours sunlight.

VI Gravel 8 o.76 360(1 2.Bli 360 i02980 5.36 111.14 Caine conditions an #10.

16A Gravel 8 0.16 900 6.02 395 697670 0.63 t02.0 Caine conditions as #17 neries.

i6s Gravel 8 o'.6 900 6.o14 195 02000 2.09 58.8 Same as #16.4.

16i Gravel 8 0.16 900 6.06 3°5 177550 0.925 26.0 SRRIe as #16.4.

i6D Gravel 8 0.76 900 6.08 195 157020 0.1118 23.0 Same as #16.4.

20A Grav.l 0 0.76 900 7.18 105 33360 fl.]711 6.32 Same conditions as #21 series.
20(1 Gravel 8 0.76 900 170 305 38820 0.202 (.17 Same as #20.4.

2(11 Gravel 8 0.76 900 7.72 5i5 1819140 0.918 314.5 Same as #20/i.

2(j) Gravel 8 0.16 900 7.71i (((5 396020 2.06 75.] Same as #20.4.

35 Gravel a o.i6 800 59.02 125 81(8160 )i.63 79.1 Seine condi tton as #29.

*36 Gravel 8 0.76 1800 59.10 280 3(9250 1.98 39.2 Seine conditions is #3fl.
614 Gravel 8 0.76 1800 173.77 365 27117140 11.) 6)5.0 Sane conditions as #53.



TABLE 6: RESUSPENSION RATE,A , VERSUS FRICTION VELOCITY, ,u, LEAST SQUARES MODELS OF THE FORM -A = a u

Surface Type Time Since Other Model Coefficients Regression Correlation
Deposition Characteristics a b Coefficient, r2
Days, D

mown grass D 1 2 some surface moisture 2.8x108 0.86 0.67

mown grass D 6 less moisture than - 1.17 only 2 data points for
D 1 E 2 model

mown grass D S most surface moisture - 0.92 only 2 data points for
model

mown grass D 83 84 non-weathered, dry i.54xl08 0.95 0.93

mown grass D 83 84 weathered, dry l.38x108 2.09 0.91

mown grass D 173 174 driest of all samples l.3lx108 2.44 0.99

mown grass D 1 174 semi-annual average l.66xlO 1.14 0.89

desert sagebrush semi-annual for 3.3pm 2.46x109 3.08 0.82
part i ci e s

silt loam soil D 1, 2 3 sonic surface moisture 3.84x108 2.26 0.79

silt loam soil D 7 less moisture than D 1,2,3 1.08 only 2 data points for
model

silt loam soil D 8 9 most surface moisture 0.49 only 2 data points for
model

silt loam soil D 16 semi-dry 4.53x108 1.62 0.99

silt loam soil D 82 U 83 non-weathered, dry 6.35xl0 3.18 0.97

silt loam soil D 82 I 83 weathered, dry l.83x107 2.67 0.86

silt loam soil D 172 173 driest of all samples 6.65x107 3.03 0.99

silt loam soil D 1 -* 173 send-annual average 2.23x107 2.55 1



TABLI.i 6, continued

Surface Type Time Since Other
Deposition Characteristics
Days,_D

medium coarse 1) 1 2 some surface moisture
gravel

medium coarse D 6 7 less surfac moisture
gravel than D 1 2

medium coarse D 7 most surface moisture
gravel

medium coarse D 58 j 59 non-weathered, dry
gravel

medium coarse 1) 58 59 weathered, dry
gravel

medium coarse D 172 173 driest of all samples
grave 1

medium coarse D 1 173 semi-annual average
gravel

Model Coefficients Regression Correlation
a b Coefficient, r2

3.89x108 1.55 0.79

0.35 only 2 data points for
model

- 1.68 only 2 data points for
mode]

8.79x108 1.55 0.81

8.70x108 2.97 0.95

7.53x107 3.08 0.81

1.98xlO' 2.44 0.92

C.,
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Figure 2a. Resuspension rates from mown grass displayed as a function of

time since deposition for weathered samples (dashed lines) and nonweathered

samples (solid lines) for the indicated friction velocities. , indicate

the range for 4 data points; curves are drawn through the arithmetic mean

of the range in each instance.

Figure 2b. Sehmel and Lloyd's (1977) data displayed in
similar format to Figure 2a for comparative purposes.
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Indeed, this would be a normal seasonal phenomenon of vegetative covered

surfaces.

Included in Figure 1 and Table 6 are Sehmel and Lloyd's (1977) data

for particle sizes close to the mass mean diameter of the present

tracer material. Sehinel's data were collected over a longer period of

time and they were collected over the predominantly dry, lightly

vegetated desert of Eastern Washington using natural winds. Roughness

heights (0.5 cm for mown grass versus 3.0 cm for Sehmel's site as

reported by Powell, 1974) were more similar here than the other two

surfaces in this study. Least squares fits between his data and the

latest (and driest) dates in this study (the ones most similar to the

dry conditions of Sehmel's study) show similar wind speed dependencies.

Sehmel's range of resuspension rate data in Figure 1 is an order of

magnitude smaller than the present study. The difference may be mostly

explained by different surface roughnesses as will be outlined in a sub-

sequent section. Several other factors can also be offered in explana-

tion. There could be a relatively larger number of particles in the 3 pm

diameter range in this study than the desert study. Sehmel used the

submicron tracer mentioned previously, allowing it to attach to host

soil particles and behave as such particles. There may be a larger

percentage of host particles in the 3 pm and smaller size range in the

silt loam soil of the present study than in the sandy or sandy loam

soil of Eastern Washington. This size soil particle could be a host

to tracer particles which could have been shed on impact in the sample

train, increasing the resuspension rates. Also, the present study's
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comparable surface was much more highly vegetated than the sagebrush

area of Sehmel's work. Perhaps the resus2ension was enhanced (at least

in the early stages of the study) by swaying mechanical disturbance type

motions of the grass blades in the wind channel (e.g., see Ayior, 1976

and Table 3) at least untilovergrowth and new vegetation increased

filtering efficiency of the surface in the confines of the wind channel.

Another possibility might be Sehmel's collecting only a small por-

tion of the resuspension plume in his samplers. He relied on mass

balance measurements and calculations to estimate the amount of resuspen-

sion, a possible error source. The present study's method had the

ability to collect all sizes of movable particles, even those which

would normally creep or saltate and not totally resuspend, possibly

further separating the magnitudes of the results. Though tracer par-

ticles collected on filters that were attached to very large (>50 tim)

host particles were not counted, some tracer could have been shed on

impact to the filter or sample train to be incorporated into the mass

loading for each sample.

Silt Loam Soil: The average resuspension rate over this surface

was 2.3 x 10 sec1. Least squares fits of all regimes plotted in

Figure 3 are given in Tables 5 and 6. The data trends show A

with the exponent b varying from 0.49 to 3.18, with an even greater

correlation to qualitative surface moisture observations than the mown

grass data described earlier. Resuspension rates are generally greater

for this barren surface than for mown grass. They are also more strongly

influenced by surface moisture content. The presence of a surface crust
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Figure 3. Resuspension rates from silt loam soil as a function of
friction velocity. Additional information is as follows: , days 1,
2, and 3, samples were subjected to 1.5 hours of intense drying;

, day 7, samples were subjected to 4 hours of intense drying; x, days
8 and 9, no surface drying with the most surface moisture observed;
o, day 16, no surface drying but drier than all earlier samples;
, , days 82 and 83, no drying but the driest samples to date for

weathered and nonweathered samples respectively; o, days 172 and 173,
driest of all samples obtained. Other symbols: , , have meanings
as defined in Figure 1.



(e.g., see Gillette, 1978) on the soil during the entire study may

have caused these estimates to be smaller than expected had the soil

been sampled in a loose state. Again, though, at least for the driest

conditions, a dependence on u is suggested. Figure 4 shows no trend

towards decreasing A's with time.

Medium-Coarse Cravel: The average resuspension rate for this

surface was 5.6 x 10 sec'. Least squares fits of data in Figure 5

in all regimes appear in Tables 5 and 6. Data trends show A u,

with b varying from 0.35 to 3.08 with highest power dependencies and

largest rates associated with the driest conditions, with the exception

of days six and seven since deposition. Perhaps an error in source

strength determinations influenced these resulting resuspension rates.

Once again, a dependence on u is strongly suggested for the driest

conditions and Figure 6 shows no evidence of decreasing A's with

increasing time as was the case with soil.

The preponderance of "dry" surface data, for all of these outdoor

surfaces, that suggest a resuspension rate for these sizes of particles

being proportioned to u, is not without precedent. Though working with

particle fluxes from a wind-stressed surface, Bagnold (1941) developed

a theoretical expression for total particle flux u, based on considera-

tion of momentum (shear stress) exerted on a surface. (See the Appendix

for the derivation of this relationship.) Bagnoid then obtained

experimental evidence for this relation, at least for loose, sandy

surfaces. Gillette (1976 and 1978) also experimentally demonstrated

this same result for particles of the size used in this study (and larger
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Figure 4. Resuspension rates from silt loam soil displayed as a
function of time since deposition for weathered samples (dashed lines)
and nonweathered samples (solid lines) for each of the indicated
friction velocities. i has the same meaning as Figure 2a with curves
drawn through the arithmetic mean in each instance.
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Figure 5. Resuspension rates from medium-coarse gravel as a function
of friction velocity. Additional information is as follows: , days
1 and 2, samples were subjected to 1.5 to 2 hours of moderate drying;

, days 6 and 7, samples were subjected to 1.5 hours of intense dry-
ing; x, day 7, no surface drying with the most surface moisture
observed; s, , days 58 and 59, no surface drying but the driest
samples to date for weathered and nonweathered samples respectively;
o, days 172 and 173, driest of all samples obtained. Other symbols:

,

L have meanings as defined in Figure 1.
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Figure 6. Resuspension rates from medium-coarse gravel displayed
as a function of time since deposition for weathered samples (dashed
lines) and nonweathered samles (solid lines) for each of the indi-
cated friction velocities. , has the same meaning as Figure 2a with
curves drawn through the arithmetic mean in each instance.
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particles) and for a variety of dry soil types. If Sehniel's and this

study's data are correct, resuspension rates over dry surfaces for this

particle size must also be directly proportional to fluxes of particles

since the u relation also holds here. However, a method or factor to

make a direct conversion of particle fiuxes to resuspension rates or

vice versa is not immediately clear. Before quantitative conversions

can be made, the available mass per unit area of resuspendible par-

ticles in size increments of interest would have to be known plus the

susceptibility of agglomerates to be sandblasted and broken by collisions

with other particles.

Semiannual (midwinter to midsummer) models of resuspension were

developed for each surface in this study. The procedure entailed

averaging all computed resuspension rates at each wind speed over each

surface. In each case the standard deviation of each averaged data set

was less than the computed average of the set except for the highest

wind speed over gravel. The mean values were then used for data points

in the models. The models appear in Table 6. The semiannual models

combine effects of surface moisture, vegetative growth, and two to three

weathering events. Thus, it is not surprising that the resultant expo-

nents of u are less than three.

B. Variation of Resuspension Rate with Short Consecutive Averaging Times

Mcm Jrass and Silt Loan: Refer to Table 5, sample numbers l4A

to D, ISA to D, 19A to D, 22A to D, 23A to D, 24A to D, and 25A to D.

Bach of these sample numbers consisted of four 15-minute bursts of the
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prescribed u over the same surface. No attempts were made to alter

the source strengths after a run as the loss of tracer compared to the

total amount still available was considered negligible. Four of the

surfaces were dried to some extent before sampling (though some moisture

still remained) and for the other four, no surface preparations were made.

A near-saturation condition of the surfaces prevailed with 70% to 90%

relative humidity during t1e sampling period. In each case of matched

speeds on the same surface type, the average resuspension rate (four

consecutive bursts arithmetically averaged) for the dried sample was

greater than for the matched moist sample. Soil was more affected by

the drying process. In each case the resuspension rate was shown to

decrease with each time step, possibly indicating a depletion of

readily suspendible tracer with time.

4ediuin-Coarse Gravel: Refer to Table 5, sample numbers 16A to D,

17A to D, 20A to D, and 2lA to D. The routine here was the same as

explained earlier for the other two surfaces. Results are much the

same with the difference in matched, dried versus wet samples' resuspen-

sion rates similar to mown grass. The pattern of change in the rate

values with increasing time steps showed a variation from that of mown

grass and soil. In the dried gravel cases, it was much easier to com-

pletely dry the surface layer of the gravel bed than the other two

surfaces. The same pattern of possible depletion of readily available

suspendibles with time as in the dried cases of grass and soil was

observed but to a much more complete extent. With the moist gravel

samples, the pattern is reversed. This might be explained by the



different moisture retention abilities exhibited by the various sur-

faces. Gravel, being composed of larger solid rock-like parts incapable

of holding much water, is dried in its vertically exposed parts by the

passing airstream. Thus, increasing numbers of particles are liberated

with increasing exposure of particles originally unavailable for sus-

pension as the moisture-cementing particles are evaporated. This is not

the case with moist vegetation. When supplied with moisture from

within the plant's structure and the saturated soil below, vegetative

elements will continue to stay moist and retain any moisture-cemented

particle. A drying airstream will have little effect so long as an

adequate reservoir of moisture exists. The same would be true of a

highly retentive, moisture-saturated, soil-bed surface layer, even after

surface drying by heat and a moving airstream. Osmotic pressure would

force moisture back to the surface layer from below and from surrounding

areas so long as adequate moisture existed, retarding the resuspension

process.

C. Weathering Events Impacts

This section deals with resuspension rate data generated from

matched samples of weathered plots vs. nonweathered plots (procedure

described in the previous section) in each wind speed class from each

surface type. All surface types will be discussed together.

ffon Grass: Refer to Tables 5 and 6 and Figures 1, 3, and 5 for

weathered and nonweathered least squares curves. From the figures it

is seen that each set of matched curves (weathered vs. nonweathered)
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for each surface type start out with a large difference in the matched

resuspension rates at the lower friction velocities. This difference

decreases with increasing friction velocity. From Table 6, the weathered

sample curve is seen to have a higher power dependency than the corres-

ponding nonweathered curve in each instance of differing surface type.

Perhaps this result could be explained by a temporary fixation of

tracer to the weathered surface of interest. This fixation could be

supplied by an added combination of attractive/cohesive forces on the

sample surface not exerted on the matched, nonexposed surface. Precipi-

tation weathering events applied direct liquid water to the contaminated

surfaces allowing moisture cohesion forces to attach tracer to the

surfaces. The forces are strong enough to inhibit resuspension at low

friction velocities but are overcome by the surface stiess of higher

friction velocities.

The rate at which the resuspension rates, for weathered vs. non-

weathered surface, approach one another as u increases is quite large

for mown grass (compare exponents of each model in Table 6). This

high rate could be explained by resuspension enhancement caused by

swaying motions of individual grass blades. In fact, the highest ut's

A for the weathered sample was greater than the estimated A for the

matched nonweathered sample. This difference in the estimates may not

be statistically significant given the margin of error in obtaining

samples (see the following Error Analysis section). Perhaps a highly

contaminated grassy area was positioned directly in front of the sample

train, shedding an abnormally high amount of tracer negating the



overgrowth problem mentioned earlier. The corresponding matched sample

may not have had this orientation and suffered resuspension suppression

because of increased filtering efficiency of the overgrown grass within

the confines of the wind channel. Effects of tracer washing from grass

blades by the precipitation to less resuspendible areas of the surface

layer might also have occurred.

For the case of silt loam soil, the rate at which the resuspension

rates, for weathered vs. nonweathered surfaces, approach one another as

u increases is the least of any surface type (compare exponent powers

from Table 6). In this case, the weathered and nonweathered sample

areas were subjected to much the same moisture forces. By being in

contact with the soil bed itself, the soil in the protected area was

subjected to similar natural forces at work on the weathered soil area.

Surface runoff and redistribution of tracer in the topsoil layer by the

precipitation events (weathering) could have influenced the estimates

of A for the weathered surface. But the increased u overcoming cohesive

forces is also a most probable mechanism involved.

For the case of gravel, this same "approach rate" appears to be

the greatest of all the surfaces studies (compare exponents in Table 6).

The magnitude of difference in A's for each matched u increment shows

the most variability. A combination of effects could influence this

surface weathering. True weathering by washing tracer from the surface

layer gravel elements to underlying layers and the overwhelming buildup

of moisture cohesion forces by wind-exerted surface forces are probably

involved. However, a comparison with the other two surfaces studied
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is not direct since the gravel was exposed to one less weathering

event than the grass and soil surfaces.

From the above discussion, the surfaces can be qualitatively rated

as to their weathering susceptibility. Soil, followed by mown grass,

then gravel are affected least to most by the prescribed weathering

events. Note that gravel takes this position even though it was exposed

to one less weathering event.

D. Time-Dependent Weathering Rate Analysis

Refer to Figures 2a, 4, and 6. The data presented here would seem

to challenge the concept of a weathering rate as defined by other investi-

gators. Except for the case of mown grass, there is no trend of decreas-

ing resuspension rates with time in any speed class or surface type.

Sehmel and Lloyd's (1977) data (Figure 2b) is also displayed to show

that in that experiment's regime, a weathering rate cannot be inferred.

If it is desired to interpret the decrease of the resuspension rates

over grass as weathering, the times for the rates to reach lie of their

initial values are approximately 35 days, 120 days, a few years

(extrapolated out of the range of the graph), and 200 days for friction

velocities of 0.30, 0.64, 0.88, and 1.25 m sec1, respectively. Other

surfaces show a general increase with time of the resuspension rate;

therefore, no weathering rate can be inferred. With the exception of

the nonrepresentative 0.88 m sec value obtained at u = 0.88 m sec,

weathering rates apparently increased nearly logarithmically with

increasing friction velocities.
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Variations in the resusDension rate with time without the inclusion

of the weathering events can perhaps he better explained by the transient

effects of surface moisture over all surfaces and the seasonal variations

of vegetative cover in the case of mown grass. The downward trend of

resuspension rates with time from mown grass can best be explained by

vernal and summer increases in vegetation growth. Also, overgrowth

above the dimensions of the wind generator increased the surfacets

filtering efficiency. One would expect resuspension rates to pick up

again in late autumn in the absence of significant precipitation as

vegetation is beaten down by the cold and dries out. Varying effects of

surface moisture are superimposed on the early measurements of the study.

For the soil and gravel cases, the highest resuspension rates were

obtained during the later stages of the study. This time also corre-

sponded to the driest sampling conditions. Varying degrees of surface

moisture cause most of the resuspension rates' variation in the first

part of the study period.

E. Roughness Height and Resuspension Rate Relationship

The characteristic length scale of roughness elements of various

surfaces (viz., the roughness heights, z) were matched with average

resuspension rates obtained over the various surfaces in this study and

previous studies to see if a correlation existed. Indeed, it was found

that the resuspension rate was proportional to z' with a regression

correlation coefficient of 0.77 (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Average resuspension rates from various surfaces as a
function of surface roughness height. The least squares fit model
of the present data with the data of others (excluding the DDT data
point) appears at the upper graph margin along with the regression
correlation coefficient, r2. 3, represents the average resuspension
rate and the range of values otained in each instance.
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Much of the variation from this correlation could be explained by

surface moisture effects decreasing the mean resuspension rates from

the surfaces examined in this study. AS mentioned previously, soil

crusting during the entire period might also have reduced resuspension

activity from soil. Others' data points in Figure 7 were obtained

during dry conditions. If these factors are taken into account, a more

representative relationship might be resuspension rate proportional

to z with an exponent varying from -1.5 to -2.0. Surface roughness

heights larger than about 10 cm (i.e., the characteristic roughness

heights of large shrubs and trees) are omitted because of uncertainty

about whether resuspension will be enhanced by swaying motions or

inhibited by densely-packed roughness elements.
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V. ERROR ANALYSIS

This study would not be complete without an analysis of possible

experimental errors and their contribution to the creditability of the

results. This section will separately outline the main sources of

error, estimate their impact on the reliability of derived data, and

estimate the total error incurred.

Source Strength E'rors: The method of determining source strength

was quite acceptable and relied heavily on instrumented analysis. There

could have been handling and treatment problems in the laboratory and

misidentification of grid-box locations, but it is believed that these

analytic steps were performed without error. The main cause of source

strength error was probably the movement of tracer after it was deposited.

The covers constructed to house contaminated plots were not totally

leak-proof to precipitation and rested a few inches above the ground.

At least in gravel and soil cases, bursts of turbulent wind could have

entered the enclosed area and redistributed tracer on the contaminated

area or deposited it on the cover walls. Inaccurate mapping of samples'

locations on plots and subjective isoplething and integrating of grid

point values of surface concentration onto contaminated surface maps

were not without problems. All things considered, source strength

estimates should be correct to within ±30%.

Accuracy of Wind Stresses Exerted over Contaminated Surfaces: Fric-

tion velocity values were obtained as outlined in the experimental method

section. Each u, corresponded to a given flow rate of standard dry air
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through the sample train orifice. The flow rate varies with the

viscosity of the air which is inversely proportional to ambient air

temperature and humidity. Therefore, corrections to the pressure drop

across the orifice must be applied with a different air temperature

than that observed during the calibration procedure. Dry and wet bulb

thermistor readings were taken during each sample collection to facili-

tate this process. Fortunately, the majority of samples were taken

within a 10°F range so corrections from sample to sample were minimal.

There were many problems, alluded to earlier, with overgrown grass.

Flow rates were lowered as the volume of the wind channel occupied by

vegetation increased. Times of exposure to prescribed wind stress were

measured essentially without error with a hand-held stopwatch. Con-

sideriig all these points, ±10% error in the values of u seems reasonable.

Estimates of Mass Loadings of Tracer collected: Herein lies the

largest source of error for several reasons. The technique employed did

not count every particle captured by the system but relied on statistical

counting procedures to bring errors within prescribed limits. Optical

microscopic analysis of this tracer assumes the tracer can be identified

correctly and that all tracer particles that can be seen were counted.

After analyzing greater than 90 samples, we cannot say unequivocally

that this was always the case. In general, filters from similarly

contaminated areas were analyzed until about 300 particles were counted.

The total area observed was recorded. Uneven deposition on the sample-

train filters necessitated subdividing each filter into regions with

similar mass loading. From a statistical point of view, the estimates
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of tracer particle numbers in this way should be accurate to ±10% of

the true number, 90% of the time. Using the calibration factors obtained

in the systematic error ana.ysis, also imparts as much as 80% variation

for low mass loadings. For most samples though, mass loadings were high

enough for calibration factors to be within 25 to 50% of the expected

value on and within sample-train filters. Sample-train rinsings' tracer

analyses had much higher confidence levels though, since essentially

all the !seeable? particles were retained on the Nucleopore filter

surface. However, 15% of the total size distribution could not even be

detected by our means, so reported resuspension rates are for tracer

particles 1 iim in diameter and larger.

The use of a number-to-mass conversion factor (1.92 x l0 parti-

des/mg) supplied by the manufacturer of the tracer also may be

inaccurate. There may not be good accuracy if the proper size distri-

bution was not generated by the separation methods employed before

deposition to surfaces. If the correct size distribution was generated,

the geometric standard deviation was small enough to permit the use of

this factor.

Sample-train rinsings accounted for 2 to 15% of each sample's

total number of particles collected. This seems reasonable (e.g., see

Morford, 1975) as the combined processes of gravitational settling,

Brownian diffusion, thermal deposition, electrostatic deposition, and

turbulent deposition could deposit particles to sample-train walls in

these proportions.
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Considering all the above sources of error, estimated mass loadings

should be correct to within ±50% for low mass loadings of tracer and

±20% for higher loads.

Estimate of Total Exoerimental Ei'ror: With consideration of the

above discussions, it is difficult to deduce a quantitative estimate of

the overall experimental error. Our qualitative estimate is that the

resuspension rates reported here should be accurate to within a factor

of two to three.
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VI. DISCUSSION

These results, though valuable, should not be considered as totally

typical of a climate regime such as Western Oregon's. The results are

modified by the semi-controlled nature of the experiments outlined pre-

viously. Rather, these data should be taken as an upper limit for

climatic conditions similar to Western Oregon's. With the effects of

copious amounts of precipitation included, resuspension rates would

surely be smaller than the present estimates. Further, initial surface

concentrations would also be altered considerably so that reestimating

source strengths would need to be done on a routine basis. In general,

the proper combination of dry, high-speed, thermally and mechanically

turbulent winds over loose underlying natural surfaces rarely occurs in

any geographic location of the U.S. In fact, the soil type tested is one

of the more porous types found in the Willamette Valley. Most soils in

/ Western Oregon are more like clays and silts in composition. These types

contain a higher percentage of fine particles but their cementing

characteristics coupled with the normal layer of lush vegetation over

the soil bed makes natural resuspension quite difficult in this geographic

region.

This experiment could have some utility for the area of the South-

eastern United States where much of the nuclear industry's peripheral

activities are presently taking place. Soil types, vegetation cover,

and annual precipitation rates are quite similar (e.g., see Strahier,

1973). Differences lie in the intensity and duration of precipitation
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events and the different times of year of the precipitation events.

These differences influence the amount of vegetative cover which is

also a function of the intensity of solar insolation being received.

Even considering these differences, the present data should be more

representative of the situation in the Southeastern U.S. than the

multitude of other data collected over Great Basin deserts. Thus, for

the Southeastern U.S., resuspension rates should be similar to or even

smaller than the values obtained in the present study.

On the other hand, it is not difficult to define a scenario that

would create a natural resuspension problem of respirable-sized parti-

cles. A dry, loosely packed bed of vegetation-free, loamy soil is a

necessary precursor. This soil type has a fairly high percentage of

fine particles in a loose state or agglomerated on larger particles

with a wide size distribution of individual particles in the parent

soil. 'Ideal'1

meteorological conditions would include high frequencies

of low relative humidity, solar-insolation-induced thermal turbulence,

and gusty, moderate-to high-speed winds over a considerable fetch of the

described surface.

Fortunately, not many geographic locations on the earth have these

conditions in this combination. Loamy soil is good for cultivation and

other vegetative growth and occurs in temperate seasonal climates with

moderate precipitation. The atmosphere is usually neutral to slightly

stable Tith low to moderate winds. These conditions are more conducive

to the deposition of temporary, heavier than air, residents of the

atmosphere. All these factors combine to lessen resuspension hazards
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over long periods of time. However, significant amounts of material are

still suspended during the relatively short time frame of a resuspen-

sion event. These events (either natural or mechanical) have an impact

of enough magnitude such that many rural areas of this country are not

meeting short-term (weekly average) federal standards for acceptable

levels of air quality for atmospheric particulate loadings.

For those interested in estimating resuspension rates and total

mass resuspended from various natural surface areas at a given geographic

location in the U.S., a procedure may now be outlined:

1. Obtain Stability Wind Rose (STAR) data for a reporting Weather

Bureau meteorological station near the location of interest from the

National Climatic Center in Asheville, North Carolina. Knowing the -

directions of wind exposure with most influence on a potential resus-

pension site, search the data for the frequency of moderate- to high-

speed winds in the neutral through unstable stratification classifications.

This analysis will give an upper estimate of the total number of hours

in a year that wind stresses are right for resuspension to occur.

2. Obtain an estimate of how many of those hours it is precipitating and

subtract these from the initial estimate. 3. Determine the roughness

height of the surface in question by onsite wind profile measurements

or from the scientific literature and use the equation generated by

Figure 7 to obtain an average resuspension rate for the characteristic

roughness height. 4. Estimate the source strength of material in

question (the percentage of soil fines or noxious material associated

with respirable-sized particles) and multiply the total number of seconds
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sion rate to obtain the total fraction of available material resuspended

during the year. 5. Multiply this result by the mass available

initially to obtain the mass resuspended during the year. 6. For an

estimate of the range of expected resuspension rates and masses resus-

pended, determine the u.k. value over the surface in question for a

12 m sec' wind at 2 m height usina the logarithmic wind profile. Assume

the mean resuspension rate obtained to be coincident with this u. Plot

resuspension rate vs. u on graph paper and draw a power curve equal to

u through the data point extending the curve approximately one-half

order of magnitude above and below the computed u value to obtain the

range of resuspension rates to be expected. Translate the endpoints

to mass resuspended by procedure step 6.

Though crude, this procedure is conceptually easier to use than

some computer models that have been proposed (e.g., see Arnato, 1976,

Travis, 1976). The procedure uses actual resuspension data generated

over a variety of surfaces as well as accepted meteorological data used

in many air pollution diffusion models. This procedure does not take

into account agglomerate breakage by sandblasting which can be important

in many instances. Problems will result if it is used to model surfaces

of large roughness height (forests or cities) as described in the

Results section.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

The resuspension of particulates from natural surfaces is an

extremely complex problem with a multitude of variables. The results

of the experiments reported here may he outlined as follows. For a

tracer particle of size range 1 urn < diameter < 5 jim, deposited on

closely mown grass, silt loam soil, and medium-coarse gravel:

A. Resuspension rates are highest for gravel followed by soil and

mown grass. Average rates during the period of observations were

1.3 x 10-8, 2.3 x 10-8, and 5.6 x 10_B sec' for grass, soil, and gravel,

respectively.

B. The rates exhibited a strong dependence on the friction velocity

exerted over these surfaces with dependencies ranging from u raised to

the 0.86 to 3.08 power, 0.49 to 3.18 power and 0.35 to 3.08 power for

mown grass, silt loam, and medium-coarse gravel, respectively. Regres-

sion correlation coefficients varied from about 0.7 to nearly 1.0 for

these data.

C. The varying power dependencies of the resuspension rate, A, on

u are attributed mostly to varying surface moisture content over each

surface during the measurement period. Gravel exhibited the most varia-

bility, very closely followed by soil and then mown grass. During the

driest conditions, each surface's A showed a power dependence on u

closely approximating u, agreeing with published results of other

authors conducting experiments in dry conditions from other natural

surfaces.
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D. Consecutive short bursts of wind stress were applied to these

surfaces to determine how the resuspension rate changed in short periods

of time during the moist, early part of the study. For grass and soil,

A's were seen to decrease with increasing time steps, possibly indicating

a depletion of readily available tracer with time. The trend was

reversed in the case of gravel where it is postulated the drying effect

of the passing airstrearn liberated originally moisture-bonded particles

on this less moisture-retentive surface.

E. Some of each of the surfaces were exposed to selected wind and

precipitation events and their impacts were measured by matching a

sample from a weathered surface with a protected surface of the same

type. With the exception of one nonrepresentative wind speed, soil

followed by mown grass and then gravel appeared least affected to most

affected by the defined weathering events.

F. Resuspension rates were plotted as functions of time since

deposition in each friction velocity class for each surface to investi-

gate the concept of a weathering rate. For the cases of soil and gravel,

A's actually increased with increasing time. The decrease with time of

resuspension from mown grass was deemed artificial since new growth and

increased height of the grass blades increased filtering efficiency.

The data suggest the variation with time is more a seasonal characteristic

than a depletion-by-fixation-to-nonresuspendibles as the weathering rate

is normally defined.

C. The characteristic roughness height, z, of each surface was

matched with the corresponding average A obtained from the surface and
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the results correlated with other authors' data. The results showed

the averaae A z' with a regression orrelation of about 0.8 for
0

z0's up to 0.10 m. it is postulated that for z > 0.1 m, competitive

processes arise such as enhancement caused by swaying motions of

individual roughness elements or inhibitions caused by increased filtra-

tion when the roughness elements are densely packed.

H. Computed resuspension rates should be accurate to within a

factor of three given the sources of error in the experimental procedure.
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VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

This study was undertaken to expand the data base for resuspension

parameterization. Though it has done this, much more data are needed to

confirm the trends of these and others' results.

Use of another more easily analyzed tracer is recommended. Many

painstaking hours of labor were put into analyzing collected tracer and

into estimating masses of tracer collected. To be able to trust the

estimates only to a factor of two to three is somewhat disappointing.

A tracer detectable by automated means at extremely low levels with

±lO° accuracy would be ideal. Indeed, some chemical analytic techniques

meet these requirements.

Use of a tracer, nearly monodisperse in the ubmicron diameter

range, is also advocated. These particles would attach themselves to

surface particulates and behave as the natural particle itself. Of

course, a means to evenly disseminate this tracer over a surface of

interest would have to be developed. By using supermicron particles

as in this study, the effect of altering the size distribution of an

existing natural surface cannot be estimated. Thus we are left with

the question: has the supermicron tracer enhanced or inhibited resus-

pension? Risks of altering the natural resuspension process are

lessened by using submicron-sized tracer.

After deposition of tracer in this study was completed and "pill-

boxes" were used to obtain initial source strength estimates, it was

noticed that more surface concentration data points were sorely needed.
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It is recommended, if a study of this nature is undertaken in the

future, that a more dense grid network he used to aid in more accurate

source strength determination.

It is advocated that if an artificial wind generation system is

used for experiments in the future, the dimensions of the system (espe-

cially in the vertical) be extended. The problem of grass overgrowth

outlined earlier and the ability to accommodate surfaces of larger

roughness (i.e., shrub and small-rock laden surfaces) could be tanta-

mount to extending the resuspension experimental data base.

A relatively unexplored area of resuspension processes is the

effect atmospheric stability has on particle movements from boundary

layer surfaces. It is understood that Dr. G. A. Sehmel (1979b) at

Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory in Richiand, Washington, is

attempting to incorporate atmospheric stability information into resus-

pension activity but as yet no data have been published. The present

study could only generate mechanical turbulence as opposed to convection.

An enlarged wind generation system might be able to accommodate some

type of heating devices and vertical temperature profile measurements

to aid in discovering the relative importance of the suspected influence

of thermal effects on resuspension.

If experiments are to continue in this climatic regime for extended

periods of time in a similar format, a method to quantify surface

moisture should be developed. Present soil science methods of n situ

measurements of moisture are too coarse. Improvements need to be

developed if any quantitative functional dependence between resuspension

and surface moisture is to be obtained.



Finally, if more comparisons are to be inferred between surfaces

exposed to and protected from meteorological elements, more than one

set of matched samples should be made. Effects should be measured after

each defined weathering event for a few weathering events, to see If

postulated interpretations of results discussed earlier are really the

case.
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A. 1 Micrometeorological Considerations

The resuspension process is most intimately concerned with the

stress exerted on a surface to liberate particles from that surface.

For the case of resuspension caused by nature's elements, stresses

exerted by atmospheric winds passing over a surface of interest are

by far the most dominant. Knowledge of the behavior of airflows near

a boundary surface is necessary to understand this process. This sec-

tion presents the important physical equations describing airflow in

a boundary layer, important parameters derived from them, and methods

experimentally observed to empirically modify some of these equations

so meaningful results can be obtained. For rigorous derivations, the

reader might look in any turbulence textbook or monograph (i.e., Hinze,

1959, or Businger, 1972).

The equations of most utility in this instance are the equations

of motion for turbulent flow and the turbulent enthalpy equation (from

the First Law of Thermodynamics) both being suitably averaged, scaled

and simplified with approximating assumptions and parameters, along with

the mass continuity equation and the turbulent energy equation. These

equations, in the x-z plane are as follows:

a.) The equations of motion

[K = -u'w' = = u2
= f(v-v )+ K

mz p
* (1)

g z mz
fv

1

g

= -pg
(2)

where u and v are the mean wind velocity components in the x and

y directions; f is the vertical component of the Coriolis parameter

2sin ( = the angular velocity of the rotating Earth, = the
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latitude on the Earth of the observation), Vg = the y component

of the geostrophic wind, Km = an eddy viscosity coefficient (a

function of the height above the surface), u'w' = the suitably

averaged correlation of the horizontal and vertical velocity

fields' perturbations, T = stress exerted on the underlying

surface, p = air density, u = a convenient scaling velocity

(independent of height) knowTl as the friction velocity, p = the

atmospheric pressure and g the gravitational acceleration

gravity. Equation (2) is the hydrostatic approximation, roughly

valid even for these scales of motion.

b.) The turbulent enthalpy equation,

aT aè a
c a-- + c p (-K = F -K = w'T' (3)
p at p az h oz az n ' h az

where c= the specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure,

p= the mean density of a parcel of air, T= the mean temperature of

the parcel, = an eddy heat transfer coefficient, e= the mean po-

tential temperature of the parcel (
e=T(l000/p)RkP, R being the

universal gas constant for air from the equation of state, p= pRT ),

F= an eddy heat flux, w'T'= the suitably averaged correlation of

the vertical velocity and temperature fields' perturbations.

c.) The equation of continuity,

au av aw ldp
(4)- + - + - -

ax a>' az p dt

which for an incompressible fluid becomes,

au av aw- + - + - = 0 (5)
ax a>' az

a valid approximation in most instances.
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d.) The turbulent energy equation for the case of quasi steady state

and horizontally uniform flow is just the base state equations of

motion added to their negative averaged equations multiplied (sca-

lar) by the turbulent components of velocity for each equation then

reaveraging,

u'w' + w'T' - -- wt (ept/p) s (6)-
3z T

where e= the mean turbulent kinetic energy, p'= the perturbations

in the pressure field, acting to partially diffuse the turbulence and

is shorthand for terms such as + u' ( + , where3yx y Bx

v is the kinematic viscosity of air at the temperature T. The first

term on the right-hand side of Equation (6) is the shear production

of turbulence, the second its buoyant production, the third is a

turbulence diffusion term and the last the viscous dissipation of

generated turbulence.

Similarity arguments for a neutrally stratified atmosphere lead to

the familiar logarithmic wind profile from the expression for the eddy

viscosity coefficient:

2
K uz , and K = u

m ill z

so,

K ku z
m *

which, upon substitution yields,

az kz

rearrangement and integration gives the result,

(7)

u k z0
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where k = von Karrnants constant, -0. 35 to 0.4, and z0 represents a

surface roughness parameter (viz., the surface roughness height)

alternatively thought of as the size of the smallest turbulent

eddies. When the vertical wind profile is plotted on semi-log

graph paper, z0 appears as the z-intercept. The friction velocity

may then be obtained by solving Equation (7).

Considerable experimental evidence seems to verify the logarithmic

wind profile in near neutral stratification. The relation is accurate

when turbulence is generated only by the mechanical means of surface

drag as the air flows over a sufficiently rough boundary surface.

For the case of a heated or cooled surface beneath the airflow, the

small heat storage capacity of the molecules in the atmosphere manifests

its presence and predictions from Equation (7) become invalid. Measures

of stability were first defined by Richardson who divided the second

term on the right-hand side of Equation (6) by the first to yield the

flux Richardson number, the ratio of buoyant to mechanical forces of

turbulence production:

wtT'Rf =
T ti (/z)

This parameter is difficult to measure so the gradient Richardson number

was introduced, using K theory expressions for the correlated turbulent

quantities and assuming Km = Kb:

g_________Ri =
(3E/z)2
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This number varies from highly vegetative values for convection in the

absence of a mean horizontal wind (so-called 'free convection!) to near

zero for the neutral atmosphere and from about 0.3 to highly positive

values for stably stratified steady flow. Obukhov used similarity

arguments on the turbulent energy equation's second right-hand term also

and defined a length scale (the Obukhov Length) using K theory substitu-

tions for mechanical turbulence terms yielding:

- g kw'T'
L T3

Note that L contains only fluxes and constants and therefore can be

assumed to be a quantity that characterizes the structure of the

boundary layer. In fact, the discipline of Micrometeorology almost

exclusively deals with the measurements of fluxes to and from the

boundary layer. Fluxes measured may be basic meteorological variables

or the concentration profiles of aerosols and pollutants in the atmosphere.

Purely mechanical and, to a lesser degree, purely thermal turbu-

lence can be adequately predicted. But the combination of the two

effects has led scientists investigating the problem to take a semi-

empirical approach in estimating wind profiles for a mechanically and

thermally driven boundary layer. While various routes have been taken,

most amount to an impirical correction to the logarithmic wind profile

as atmospheric stability strays from neutrality. These approaches

include corrections through dimensionless wind shear, temperature

gradient and height calculations as well as correction factors obtained
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by using a measure of Ri. Though these correction factors give

approximately accurate results most of the time, little theoretical

support exists. Perhaps this is the best we can ever hope for, given

the complexity of trying to describe small-scale motions so transient

in space and time. The motions are strongly influenced by the multi-

tude of surfaces with highly diverse characters that the atmospheric

boundary layer is forced to react to in relatively short distances

while moving across the Earth.
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A.2 Bagnold's Derivation of the Total Particle Flux

from a Particle-Laden Surface

The following is a paraphrased discussion of Bagnold's (1941)

classical result that particle fluxes to an airstream from a particle

bed are proportional to u.

Assume that an originally stationary particle rises from a surface

laden with monodisperse particles by the action of a moving airstream

across it. The suspended particle will have an initial horizontal

velocity u and a final velocity u2 when it again strikes the surface,

losing this velocity and momentum after traveling a distance 1. The

momentum extracted from the air during this movement will be:

m(u2-ul)

The loss will be distributed evenly over the length of travel, 1, so

the loss per unit length will be equal to

m (u2 U i)

1

Similarly, if a mass flux of particles, F, in saltation moves along a

line of unit width and passes a fixed point in space above the surface

in one second (a definition of flux), the rate of loss of momentum by the

air will be:

u -u21
S 1

which is equivalent to the force exerted on the air by each cm2 of sur-

face caused by particles moving over it.
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Since u1 << u2, we can express the resisting force per unit area,

or the surface drag as:

U2
F Tsl

where T is the drag on the air caused by particle movement. Therefore,

u2 is the final velocity of the particle in question and 1 its range with

all motions supposedly following the characteristic or average path.

Fluid drag at or near a boundary surface can also be expressed in

terms of the velocity gradient of the fluid, T = pu. Upon substitution

to the above equation, the expression for the drag becomes:

F -=--sl

Bagnold stated that u2/l was just the relation between two elements

of a liberated particleTs path and was found to closely approximate g/w

over a wide range of values, where g is the gravitation acceleration

and w is the initial vertical velocity of a particle removed from the

surface. Substitution yields:

rearranging,

F
g=

puSW

F =2u2w
S *

Bagnold now introduces the reasonable assumption that w

.since the characteristic grain is supposed to be ejected
from the surface by the impact of a similar grain whose



final velocity is the mean of the velocities of all the real
grains describing all possible paths in the sand cloud. Since
these grains are exposed to the air stream at all heights,
their mean velocity of impact is likely to be controlled by
V (u here), which defines the whole distribution of air
speed."

Using this similarity argument, we have:

WczU

Defining a. proportionality constant, B, to be regarded as an impact

coefficient, which will vary according to the nature of the parent

particle bed, the relation becomes:

w = Bu,

Substituting this result into the particle flux equation yields the

fundamental result:

F = BRu3
5 g*
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Bagnold added the effects of surface creep and true suspension by

experimental investigations with a population of sand particles in a

fairly narrow size range to obtain the semi-empirical result of total

horizontal particle flux, F:

d\
F

\1/2

b)

where D was the grain diameter of a standard 250 im sand grain, d was

the size of the particle in question and C an empirical constant with

values between 1.5 to 3.0, increasing as the polydispersity of the
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available particles increased. Though Bagnold worked with particles

larger than those of interest in this and other recent studies, the

basic relation seems to be valid for the horizontal flux of particles

for sizes down to the near submicron particle diameters, as other

investigators have shown.



A.3 Photographic and Graphical History of this Experimental Study



Table A. Count iiig Error Cal ibrut ion I)ata*

Obsc' r 'cd Count Converted Part ic c Observed Co uji Converted Part i ci e Ratjo5e I liter Concent ration, cm2 lunPore Filter Concent rat ionS(Im liini:SinnCouceutnition
2.5 131) 3Ø 130.0

: 6.0 84 168.6 28.1
I .4 70 100.0 71) .1) AVE. RATIO

2 2.9 112 160.1) 56(1 .1 10 lart./ca2
4 7.3 37 67.4 9.3 = 58.2, s = 46.4
3 5.0 32 52.7 10.5
6 3.3 620 861.1 l03.3

14 17.5 130 162.6
II 28.0 150 300.() 10.7
16 2.1.6 93 143.7 5.8 AVE. RATIO
12 24.0 67 134.9 5.6 10 100 part./cni2

8 20.0 SI 126.5 6.3 = 7.8, s = 2.2
17 42.5 170 425.0 10.0
38 108.6 253 722.6 6.7
43 119.4 430 1194.4 1(1.1>
45 150.0 273 701.9
(5 180.6 890 2.1 72. 2 13.7 AVE. RATIO
70 191.4 1165 3333.3 17.1 ( 100 SOt) part. ./cm

lOS 362.5 839 2097.6 6.0 = 10.9, s- 5.8
158 395.0 1231) 3075.0 7.8
135 513.9 3851) 10694.4 20.8. AVE. RATIO207 575.0 3160 9611.1 16.7

ABOVE 500 part./crn2270 750.0 3591) 9972.2
13.3J = 18.5, s 4.4280 777.8 6500 18055.6 23.2

*Afte r fi ml lug little co Ia (ion of Iii is dat a to physical parameters of interest observed when the
filters were originally rout animated (I . e . , surface type, moi St ore, t line o exposure, toughness
hei gift, Inc t i on veloci ty , and sample trai ii flow rate) the procedure lie re was used.

00
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A-2 The Wind Stress Generator Used in this Study

A-3 The Hot Film Anemometer Apparatus Used in this Study

S
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Figure A-5. Converted data from Figure A-4 to obtain surface roughness
height and friction velocity, u.



A-6 Optical Microscopy Apparatus Used to Obtain Mass Loading
Estimates of Tracer on Sample Filters



Figure A-7.

CONFIDENCE LEVELS
and
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for

PARTICULATE COIJNTS
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I
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Confidence Level(%1

To estimate the airborne concentration of particulates, such as pollens, spores, fungi, and certain
crystalline materials, it is necessary that individual particles be collected intact so that they can be
microscopically identified and counted. To obtain reliable estimates it is also necessary that such part-
iculates be deposited on the collection surfaces in a random manner and without change in their naturally
occurring particle size distribution. The number of particles counted per unit area multiplied by the
total usable area of the collection surface when divided by the total volume of air sampled is an estimate
of the time averaged concentration of the particulate material of interest. Shown in the above graph is
the relationship between the total number of particles actually counted and the confidence level and con..
fidence interval of the estimated concentration about the true mean concentration in the air during the
sampling period. For example if the estimated concentration of ragweed is based on an actual count of ten
pollen grains, the true concentration is within +25i of this etimate, 577 of the time,or if the estimate
is based on a count of 270 pollen grains, then the limiting accuracy of this estimate is ±107., 90 of the

time.



A-8 Method of Deposition for Tracer Particulates in the
Study



A-9 A Photograph of a Typical Contaminated Grass Surface
Taken Under Near-Ultraviolet Light



A-b A Photograph of a Typical Contaminated Soil Surface Taken
Under Near-Ultraviolet Light. (Note the surface channeling
of tracer due to microvariations of topography and barren
spots occupied by pilibox samplers during the tracer
deposition.)
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A-li A Photograph of a Typical Contaminated Gravel Surface
Taken Under Near-Ultraviolet Light
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period on the days a "T" is plotted, a trace of precipitation was
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A-14 Fabricated Cover Used to Shield Experimental Surfaces from the Elements During the Study.
(Note the mottled appearance of the soil due to uneven tracer deposition and recent
earthworm activity.)



A-iS The Method of Surface Drying Before Obtaining aResuspension Sample (Two 250-watt heat lamps
were enclosed in an aspirated wooden box. This picture was taken while drying a soil surface.)

(.11



A-l6 Obtaining Samples 16A to D from a Contaminated Gravel Surface.
next to the "wind" channel. This area was dried by the method
quently used for samples 17A to D. A pressure gauge for sample
Stopwatch for timing generated wind stresses lie n top of the
tent in this photograph was used to shield this surface and the
first weeks of the study.)

(Note the dried area in the foreground
shown in Figure A-14 and was subse-
train flow rate determinations and a

channel. It was raining this day so the a'
observer, a common practice during the
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Figure A-17. Weathering event I, winds and exposure, 3-6 March 1978.
The wind speeds reported are hourly averages measured at 3 meters
height, obtained by averaging the period from 30 minutes before an
hour to 30 minutes after an hour.
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Figure A-19. Weathering event II, winds and exposure, 17-23 March 1978, recorded
and averaged in the same manner as Figure A-16.
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Figure A-20. Weathering event II, cumulative precipitation record, 23 March 1978.
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Figure A-21. Weathering event III, winds and exposure, 1-3 May 1978, recorded
and averaged in the same manner as Figure A-16.
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